Mosaic attenuation pattern in non-contrast computed tomography for the assessment of pulmonary perfusion in chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension.
Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) is difficult to diagnose as patients rarely present with specific symptoms. However, a mosaic attenuation pattern (MAP) in chest computed tomography (CT) suggests CTEPH. Areas of increased attenuation are not always visible using default CT settings for the lung. Thus, we examined the utility of non-contrast CT imaging with new settings focusing on MAP (CTMosaic) for the assessment of pulmonary perfusion in patients with CTEPH. The regional perfusion defects visualized using CTMosaic and single-photon-emission CT with fusion of CT images (SPECT/CT) were compared. Twenty-seven patients with CTEPH (20 women; aged 62.8±7.9 years) underwent imaging with non-contrast CT and SPECT/CT. We converted non-contrast mediastinal CT images into various CT window settings to identify the MAP, and the CT window setting that could most easily identify the MAP was defined as CTMosaic. We then scored and compared lung segments depending on the degree of perfusion on CTMosaic and SPECT/CT. CTMosaic was identified as the CT window setting in which the window level was -800 Hounsfield units (HU), and the window width was 200 HU. Using CTMosaic, MAP was detected in 366 of 486 segments (75.3%). The agreement between CTMosaic and perfusion defects on SPECT/CT was 84.9%. Weighted kappa statistics demonstrated a good agreement between the two examinations (κ=0.605, 95% confidence interval, 0.502-0.707). The CTMosaic setting can easily identify an MAP in CTEPH patients. Therefore, this may be useful as a simple and cost-effective evaluation method for blood distribution in patients with CTEPH.